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Budník’s fund bought the cyber security 

expert net.pointers. And it wants to get 

more companies in the segment. 

 

 
A wealthy manager: The transfer of net.pointers into the hands of the Thein fund made its owner, Martin Půlpán 
(pictured above), a millionaire. In addition, he got a packet of shares of Thein. Author: Martin Půlpán’s archive 
 

The J&T Thein SICAV domestic fund only started operating in the spring, but has already finalised its 

second acquisition in this short time. The investment company, whose goal is to build a billions-worth 

IT group, last bought the Ostrava-based company Síť mid-November.  Síť designs the architecture for 

data centres. The fund now also adds the cyber security-specialised company with HQ in Prague, 

net.pointers. The company, established by Martin Půlpán, operates in corporate security, with focus on 

cell network providers and large internet providers. With regard to the presentation on their website, 

its services are also used by “the State’s security forces". 
 

Billions allocated for investments 
The majority owner of Thein is the former O2 CEO, Tomáš Budník, who, together with J&T 

investment group, deposited half a billion CZK at the beginning. Now, thanks to the bank financing, 

the fund operates with approximately two billion CZK. It plans to invest the money especially in 

companies that supply IT infrastructure, industry digitalisation or cyber security. The first Thein’s 

"catch" is the latter net.pointers. 

 

 
2 billion CZK 

Is the volume of Thein’s capital, which is meant for purchases of IT-oriented companies. 

100 million CZK 

Is net.pointers’ profit estimate. Last year profit is yet to be made public. 
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None of the interested parties chose to comment on the price of the 100 per cent share that Budník’s 

fund had to pay. However, based on the HN’s source, the purchase was in the range of "mid-dozens of 

millions CZK". That would approximately relate to the size of net.pointers, that expects around 100 

million CZK in profit this year. 

 

"Net.pointers has outstanding references of its customers. Further, the cyber security segment is 

extremely important in Covid-times due to expansion of remote working and distant learning, but also 

due to cyber-attacks on hospitals and other institutions Hence, why we went through with this 

investment," said Budník for HN. 

 

Martin Půlpán, the owner and, up until now, the sole shareholder of net.pointers, expects a significant 

growth of his business out of the conjunction with Thein. "Thanks to the financial background, we will 

be able to reach out to the TOP 100 of companies and organisations, not only in the Czech Republic, 

but also in Slovakia and other countries in the region," said Půlpán. The security expert will keep the 

CEO role in net.pointers. In addition to that, he will also assume the role of a cyber-security director in 

Thein. In exchange for his company, Půlpán will get, apart from the money, an unspecified minority 

packet of Thein shares. 

 

Ten years old net.pointers is amongst the domestic elite in corporate security solutions. However, the 

company doesn’t share its success often, and keeps their clients’ names discreet. The reason is simple 

– safety. 

 

"In general, I can say that we detect harmful malware in customers’ networks which is often hard to be 

detected by the commonly used methods. We also utilise active DDoS attack defence and additionally, 

we also do, for example, penetration tests," lists Půlpán. The mentioned DDoS attacks can over-load 

company or government websites, rendering them inaccessible. During the penetration tests so-called 

"ethical hackers", upon agreement with the customer, attack their IT systems to check its effectiveness 

which then allows further cyber security improvement. 

  

Půlpán’s company worked with customers in the Czech Republic and Slovakia. With Thein’s funding 

he wants to expand to Hungary and countries of the former Yugoslavia now. "Those are culturally 

close to us. And we are talking about similarly big countries, dealing with alike issues," explains the 

boss of net.pointers. 

 

The fund will soon go shopping again 
 
The company now employs 20 people, but it wants to hire more. Půlpán says, from a position of Thein 

manager, that the pool of candidates will be mostly filled by the talent in the future acquisitions of the 

fund, which will focus on companies alike to his.  

 

"Net.pointers will oversee the cyber security segment for the whole Thein group. We want to pick new 

talent in the acquired companies," reveals Půlpán. Thein will finalise further purchases of cyber 

security focused companies from the Czech Republic and Slovakia at the beginning of next year and 

will carry on in the future. "With regard to the acquisitions, broader portfolio and regional expansion, I 

expect net-pointers will grow exponentially in the upcoming years." 

 

Two more companies fall under Thein, apart from the aforementioned Síť and net.pointers; Budník’s 

consulting company Thein Consulting and the metalworking company Ponec. Ponec focuses on 

modern CNC machining, mainly for the rail industry. However, J&T Thein SICAV didn’t invest in 

either of these companies, although they are now incorporated in the fund’s structure. The fund now 

awaits more acquisitions. "We would like to finalise one or two investments by the end of the years," 

said the CEO Tomáš Budník. 
 


